TO: Committee on Budget and Resource Allocation, Members
FROM: Nancy Mangold, COBRA Chair
SUBJECT: COBRA Meeting, Wednesday, April 10, 2019; 2:00 pm- 4:00 pm in SF 329

APPROVED AGENDA

1. Approval of the agenda
2. Approval of 3/27/19 minutes
3. Reports
   a. Report of the Chair
   b. Report of the Presidential appointee
4. Old Business:
   a. 18-19 COBRA 4: COBRA Concerns and Recommendations on Exceptional Effort Awards (referred back from Senate 3/19)
      i. Clean
      ii. With edits
5. Business:
   a. Basis for GI 2025 fund allocation and COBRA recommendations
   b. Request for feedback regarding defining/clarifying the AA process for resource allocation - Provost Inch
6. Adjournment